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MindMaple Lite is a software application built specifically for helping you organize your ideas and enhance your creativity and
productivity by creating a mindmap. It proves to be quite useful especially when working with students or holding work
meetings with your colleagues for generating brainstorming sessions. Intuitive layout Although it comes bundled with many
dedicated parameters, MindMaple Lite reveals a clean feature lineup that offers support for a multi-tabbed interface. Creating a
central topic and embedding main and secondary ideas proves to be nothing but a child’s play as the operations can be carried
out using “drag and drop” operations. Editing capabilities MindMaple Lite gives you the possibility to perform basic editing
operations, such as copy, cut, or paste, insert topics, subtopics, floating topics, and callouts, add relationship lines (Bézier,
straight, curved, or angled), embed images (e.g. BMP, JPG, PNG, ICO) and cliparts, as well as attach boundaries and change the
form of the topic boxes. Another notable characteristic worth mentioning is represented by the possibility to embed hyperlinks,
attachments, bookmarks, labels, date stamps, personal notes, symbols, text markers, as well as various icons which are grouped
by topic (task priorities, smileys, arrows, flags, single icons). Formatting and exporting options The program comes packed with
several dedicated parameters developed to help you choose the growth direction, insert numbers, align topics, sort items,
increase or decrease the subtopic position, as well as select between various themes that change the color of your topics. What’s
more, you can switch to a full screen mode, zoom in or out, and use a rich a set of configuration settings for helping you change
the topic and branch style, customize the text in terms of font, font style, and color, as well as change the picture placement and
callout shapes. When it comes to exporting options, you can print or save the generated mindmap to HTML, TXT, DOC, XLS,
PPT, JPG, BMP, PNG, GIF, or TIF file format. Bottom line All in all, MindMaple Lite proves to be a reliable application that
comes bundled with a powerful feature package for helping you create brainstorming maps. If you are looking for advanced
features, you can check out the professional version of the tool which offers support for PDF exporting options and encryption
capabilities.
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MindMaple is a desktop application that was created for helping you organize and manage your thoughts and ideas. It offers a
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powerful feature set and comes bundled with a rich set of parameters and themes. MindMaple Lite is a standalone application
that comes with a wide range of powerful tools, features, and editing options, all in a straightforward user interface. What’s new
in Version 3.3.0 New: - added multi-window support New: - improved support for the languages under Mac OS X New: various bug fixes and improvements KeyMacro features: - create mind maps - label your topic boxes - freeform editing
capabilities - create, embed, and share custom timelines and mindmaps - support for Macintosh, Windows, and Mac OS X quick sharing features for twitter, facebook, email, and more - search feature to quickly find all topics in all timelines - tagging
feature - topic notes - tag relationships - embed external images - create PDFs - support for all major browsers KeyMacro Lite
Features: - create mind maps - label your topic boxes - freeform editing capabilities - create, embed, and share custom timelines
and mindmaps - support for Macintosh, Windows, and Mac OS X - quick sharing features for twitter, facebook, email, and
more - search feature to quickly find all topics in all timelines - tagging feature - topic notes - tag relationships - embed external
images - create PDFs - support for all major browsers KeyMacro has been created to help you create mind maps, timelines, and
mind maps for Mac OS X, Windows, and Macintosh operating systems. KeyMacro features: - create mind maps - label your
topic boxes - freeform editing capabilities - create, embed, and share custom timelines and mindmaps - support for Macintosh,
Windows, and Mac OS X - quick sharing features for twitter, facebook, email, and more - search feature to quickly find all
topics in all timelines - tagging feature - topic notes - tag relationships - embed external images - create PDFs - support for all
major browsers KeyMacro Lite has been created to help you create mind maps, timelines, and mind maps for Mac OS X,
Windows, and Macintosh operating systems. KeyMacro features: - create mind maps - label your topic boxes - freeform
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MindMaple is a powerful mind-mapping program for Windows that is a great tool for creating and visualizing mind maps, flow
diagrams, brainstorming maps, and other types of diagrams. With MindMaple, you can create flow charts, network diagrams,
matrixes, maps, mind maps, mind maps or organizational charts. MindMaple Lite With MindMaple Lite, you can create and
view mind maps. You can choose from over 500 ready made templates. Features • Mind Map editor: You can easily add and
edit ideas. • Mind Mapping: Create flow charts, mind maps, mind maps, and organizational charts. • Task lists: Choose from
five built in task lists that can be shared and synced with other devices. • MindMap Visualizer: Easily view, navigate, and edit
your mind maps. • Import Export: Import and export from and to other MindMapping tools. • Built-in fonts: Over 500 fonts to
choose from. • Highlighting: Enable or disable individual words and phrases from the mind map. • Ability to switch between
bold, italic, underlined, and strike-through formats. • Save and restore: Save your work or undo mistakes. • Text Export: Export
text from your mind map for use with other software, such as MS Word and PowerPoint. • Create graphs: Generate graphs with
points, lines, bars and pie charts. • Help: Get help on specific topics. • Sync: Share your mind map with other devices. • Share:
Open mind maps in other applications like MS Word or PowerPoint. System Requirements: RAM 512 MB CPU 1GHz
Windows 98 Programmed and Support: Application Programming Interface (API) and KML As a leader in free educational
software, Bizzabo offers a vast library of free study aids for students and teachers including interactive flashcards, study guides,
and online homework and quizzes. MindMelter Lite is an easy and powerful mind mapping tool for creating flow charts, mind
maps, and organizational charts with a large variety of pre-designed templates. The creation of flow charts, mind maps and
organizational charts is the easiest, fastest, and most effective method of creating a mental map of your ideas. By using
MindMelter Lite you can quickly organize your thoughts and focus on specific areas of your organization. Create a Mind Map -

What's New in the?
MindMaple Lite is a powerful and intuitive software for creating high-quality, print ready and editable mindmapping diagrams.
It helps you to create mindmapping diagrams and visualise your ideas in a clear and simple way. You can use MindMaple Lite to
map your thoughts and ideas, to make mental notes, to brainstorm and collaborate effectively and to process and store large
amounts of information. It allows you to:  Draw and style simple line graphics  Draw and style objects and text  Draw and
style circles, squares, polygons, lines and text boxes  Draw and style ellipses  Draw and style images of various file formats 
Draw and style hyperlinks  Draw and style table cells  Draw and style audio clips  Draw and style flowcharts  Draw and
style mindmaps  Draw and style tree maps  Draw and style checklists  Draw and style timeline maps  Draw and style
mindmap diagrams  Connect ideas in various ways:  Relationship lines (Bézier, straight, curved, angled)  Arrowheads
(direct, obtuse, acute)  Links (straight, curved)  Pin connections  Angle arrows (straight, 45&deg, 135&deg, 225&deg,
315&deg, 45&deg)  Text markers  Annotation images (e.g. BMP, JPG, PNG, ICO)  Cliparts  Embedded images (BMP,
JPG, PNG, ICO)  Note: embedded images will appear in the same tab as the topic  Hyperlink to Web pages  Attachments 
Bookmarks  Labels  Date stamp  Personal notes  Text markers  Symbols  Hyperlink (to: URL, email, PDF, DOC, MS
Word, MS PowerPoint, MS Excel)  Date  Email  Comment  Bookmark  Image filter (None, Grayscale, Sepia, Negative,
Positive, Random)  Text filter (None, Text, URL
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System Requirements For MindMaple Lite:
Windows: Windows 10 64-bit, Windows 7 or later. macOS: MacOS 10.9 or later. Linux: Linux 2.6.22 or later. Android:
Android 5.0 or later. A console like the PS4, XBOX, or Switch. *The game is in development and still in early stages. The goal
is to offer a fun experience to its players. We're constantly updating the game based on player feedback. *Certain game features
may not be included
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